Maximize Returns from your Investments in Oracle Transportation Management

Oracle Transportation Management (OTM), a global transportation and logistics operations system, allows companies to minimize cost, optimize service levels, support sustainability initiatives, and create flexible business process automation within their transportation and logistics networks. Specifically designed to support the needs of both shippers and Logistics Service Providers (LSPs), OTM’s unique single-platform design creates an information bridge across functional silos, geographic regions, languages, currencies, and business units. Carefully combining ease of use with sophisticated and comprehensive logistics functionality, OTM supports customers with basic transportation needs as well as those with highly complex logistics requirements.

Oracle Transportation Management can be used with an enterprise resource planning or legacy order management system, as well as any commercial best-of-breed or legacy warehouse management system.

Solutions from Cognizant

- Process Harmonization - Structured logistics best practice framework - Questionnaire/Process Flows / Solution Fitment
- OTM Fast Tool Kit
  - Master Data Upload Utility
  - Pre-Built Agents
- Ready-made Business Scenarios
  - 70+ specific demos
- OTM Upgrade Framework
- Test Case Repository
  - 1000 test cases for base product and industry scenarios
- Agent Monitoring Tool
- Structured E-mail Notifications

OTM Delivery Experience

- Manage and build a complex and composite logistics landscape
- 10+ applications with OTM
- 200+ interfaces
- 150+ agents configured
- Built Central Logistics Hub for data publishing
- Built common services - access to logistics data & configuration tables
- Automation Testing - 1000 person hours time reduction
- Built 50+ custom screens
- Mobile communications integration

OTM Upgrade

- Customized standard migration to reduce migration time by 40%
- Build a Queue Solution for backlog processing
Service Offerings

Advisory
- Process Harmonization
- Business Case Development
- Global Design
- Customer Centric Labs
- OTM Solution Fitment Functionality Demos
- Health Check

Solutioning
- Detailed Process Design
- Solution Blueprint
- System Configuration
- OTM Implementation - Business Readiness and Data Strategy

Implementation and Upgrade
- OTM Implementation/Rollouts
- Offshore Delivery Center
- OTM Upgrade - Functional/Technical

Cloud Solutions
Cognizant is an Oracle certified OTM Cloud implementation partner, with ready-to-implement solutions which:
- Reduce the implementation lifecycle
- Help reduce the total cost of ownership associated with having an on-premise system
- Provide benefits arising as a result of the latest version of the product, always available on Cloud

Maintenance & Support
- OTM Health Check
- OTM Performance Improvement - Purging and Archiving
- Application Development
- Application Support
- OTM Testing/Quality Assurance
- Specific Product Training (On-Premise/Web based)

Representative Success Stories

OTM Implementation and Support for a Leading NA Transportation and Logistics Service Provider
Cognizant helped the client create 100+ new integrations and relevant configurations to implement Fleet and Asset Management module of OTM 6.0 resulting in 90% improvement in real time tracking and exception handling, 30% increase in load consolidation and 60% improvement in carrier and mode selection. Currently Cognizant is executing core developments/enhancements on the existing OTM application 6.1.5 and also helping the client implement 6.3.1 for one of their other business lines.

OTM Fitment Analysis for a Leading Multinational Consumer Goods Company
Cognizant helped the client with their transportation harmonization process across countries. As a part of this process, Cognizant analyzed and mapped current transportation processes; conducted requirement gathering; OTM fitment analysis, and proposed a new harmonized global process. Cognizant created a global process template with reference to the company's transportation practices across the globe.

OTM Upgrade for a Leading Automotive Industry Corporation
Cognizant helped the client upgrade their existing OTM application from v5.5.6 to v6.2 in an iterative manner involving multiple mock runs to ensure 100% success rate with the final production cutover. The upgrade also involved modifying configurations, integrations and other monitoring/alerting tools to work with the new version. With the upgrade, there were reduced applications crashes resulting in 40% increased time of availability due to elimination of JVM crashes. The new performance friendly Order/Shipment linking logic enabled 20% quicker reports generation and the client realized 50% quicker integration in inbound processing, enabling increased throughput and faster time to visibility.
For more information on Cognizant's Oracle solutions, contact us: OSP_Marketing@cognizant.com
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